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Abstract In SMC processes, a charge of a composite material, which typi-
cally consists of a matrix composed of an unsaturated polyester or vinylester,
reinforced with chopped glass fibres or carbon fibre bundles and fillers, is
placed on the bottom half of the preheated mould. The charge usually covers
30 to 90% of the total area. The upper half of the mould is closed rapidly at
a speed of about 40 mm/s. This rapid movement causes the charge to flow
inside the cavity. The reinforcing fibres are carried by the resin and experi-
ence a change of configuration during the flow. This strongly influences the
mechanical properties of the final part. Several issues compromises its efficient
numerical simulation, among them: (i) the modeling of flow kinematics able
to induce eventual fibres/resin segregation, (ii) the confined fibres orientation
evolution and its accurate prediction, (iii) local dilution effects, (iv) flow bifur-
cation at junctions and its impact on the fibres orientation state, (v) charge /
mould contact and (vi) parametric solutions involving non-interpolative fields.
The present paper reports advanced modeling and simulation techniques for
circumventing, or at least alleviating, the just referred difficulties.
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1 Introduction
Over the last decades, an increasing number of functional and structural parts,
made so far with metals, has been progressively reengineered by replacing
metallic materials by polymers, reinforced polymers and composites. The mo-
tivation for this substitution may be the weight reduction, the simpler, cheaper
or faster forming process, or the ability to exploit additional functionalities.
The fillers usually employed cover a broad range involving many scales: (i) the
nanometer scale (e.g. carbon nanotubes, graphene, fullerene, nanodiamonds);
(ii) the micrometer to the millimeter scale (particles and short fibres); (iii)
the centimeter scale of fibres used in SMC and BMC composite processes; and
finally (iv) the macroscopic scale where fibrous reinforcements are made of
continuous fibres arranged in bundles. When load-bearing capacities are espe-
cially looked for, continuous fibre reinforced polymers are selected. In that case,
the impregnation of the reinforcement with a low viscosity polymer involves
the flow of a Newtonian or non-Newtonian fluid in the complex multi-scale
microstructure related to the fibre and tow arrangement.
Reinforced polymers are selected instead of high-performance polymers of
equivalent properties since the latter are generally more expensive. When look-
ing for functional properties, the use of nano-charges opens a wide spectrum
of possibilities but also raises new challenges, such as dispersion of charges
into the polymer matrix and occurrence of aggregation and disaggregation
mechanisms. Suspensions of practical interest involve many scales and many
concentration regimes, the latter ranging from dilute to highly concentrated.
This paper focusses on discontinuous fibre reinforcements and all along it
the word “concentration” will refer to the density of fibre interactions. The
flow regime here addressed consists of a squeeze flow induced by the suspension
compression. Even if the flow of a suspension does not affect “a priori” the
volume fraction of fibres (except in regions in which segregation mechanisms
appear), when the squeeze progresses the density of fibre interaction along the
gap thickness (that continuously decreases due to the compression) increases
considerably, and at the end many solid bridges across the gap thickness appear
preventing the compression from progressing.
This kind of flow regimes is the one encountered in composites processing
like compression moulding or SMC largely considered in the automotive in-
dustry because of its high volume capabilities. In SMC processes, a charge of a
composite material, which typically consists of a matrix composed of an unsat-
urated polyester or vinylester, reinforced with chopped glass fibres or carbon
fibre bundles and fillers, is placed on the bottom half of the preheated mould.
The charge usually covers 30 to 90% of the total area. The upper half of the
mould is closed rapidly at a speed of about 40 mm/s. This rapid movement
causes the charge to flow inside the cavity. The reinforcing fibres are carried
by the resin and experience a change of configuration during the flow. This
strongly influences the mechanical properties of the final part.
The process simulation must track the entire fluid flow history in order to
be able to predict the final reinforcement structure, and subsequently, the in-
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duced mechanical properties. Compression moulding of SMC can also generate
several defects. Among them, (i) inappropriate fibre orientation with respect
to the optimal one; (ii) segregation that results in regions in which the resin
appears devoid of fibres; (iii) global filling defects originated by inappropriate
placement, shape and orientation of the charge into the mould, etc.
After this short introduction Section 2 focuses on the confined orientation
modeling, that will integrated in Section 3 with an unified flow model covering
the different flow regimes. Then Section 4 addresses fibre dilution, Section 5
charge / mould interaction and Section 6 addressed the modeling of diverging
flows at part junctions. Finally Section 7 proposes a parametric approach.
Different illustrators are included in each section. The natural continuation of
the present paper, devoted to model calibration and validation constitutes a
work in progress.
2 Modeling flow induced confined orientation
In this section we revisit the modeling of the flow induced orientation at dif-
ferent scales (micro, meso and macro), different descriptions (discrete and
continuous) and different regimes (dilute and concentrated) while considering
confinement effects.
2.1 Microscopic description of confined kinematics of an individual fibre
It is well known that the kinematics of a fibre with infinite aspect ratio (assim-
ilated to a rod), immersed in an unconfined flow characterized by the velocity
gradient ∇v, is given by Jeffery’s equation [20]
ṗ = ∇v · p− (∇v : (p⊗ p))p, (1)
where p is the unit vector aligned with the rod axis.
When the domain thickness 2H is smaller than the rod length 2L, i.e. H <
L, some Jeffery’s trajectories are forbidden, i.e. those trajectories involving
Lp · n > H, where n = (0, 0, 1)T is the unit vector defining the thickness
direction. In that case, the rod kinematics is defined by the standard Jeffery
model (1) while p ·n < H/L and are perturbed as soon as the rod reaches the
upper and lower walls. In order to determine the perturbed rod kinematics,
we represent the rod as a dumbbell [1] with hydrodynamic and contact forces
acting on the dumbbell beads, the last acting in the direction perpendicular
to the wall (we thus ignore possible friction at the wall). Thus, by enforcing
forces and torques balances, it finally results the extended Jeffery equation
given the fibre rotary velocity ṗ [24]






(n− pz p) , (2)
where pz = p · n and ṗJ denotes the Jeffery rotary velocity given by Eq. (1).
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Fig. 1 DNS – Direct Numerical Simulation – of confined concentrated suspensions: (left)
initial almost uniform confined orientation distribution and (right) almost steady state so-
lution related to the unidirectional squeeze flow.
In [29] authors considered confined fibre kinematics in Poiseuille flows (close
to those encountered in squeeze flows) by considering a second-gradient mod-
eling framework.
2.2 Mesoscopic description of a population of rods
Having described the kinematics of individual rods in confined flows, we now
turn to a population of non-interacting rods. There are two natural approaches
for doing so, i.e. discrete and continuous:
1. The discrete approach consists in computing the orientation of each in-
dividual rod belonging to a large discrete ensemble of N rods. Thus, the
population is described from the individuals composing it, whose conforma-
tion is given by vectors pi, i = 1, ..., N, each governed by Eq. (2). The main
drawback of this approach lies in the necessity of tracking the evolution of
each rod by solving the corresponding equation, and even if conceptually
there is no major difficulty, the computing cost could be excessive in most
practical applications.
The computational complexity becomes even more stringent when consid-
ering concentrated regimes that require accounting for the numerous fibre
interactions [6,22,23]. Some snapshots of such direct numerical simulations
when considering confinement and fibres interactions in a representative
flow cell are depicted in Fig. 1
2. The continuous approach when ignoring fibres interactions uses the pdf
ψ(x, t,p) that gives the fraction of rods oriented along direction p at po-
sition x and time t. This description avoids the complexity related to the
immense number of fibres involved in suspensions of practical interest. The
pdf satisfies the normalisation condition∫
S
ψ(x, t,p) dp = 1, ∀x, ∀t, (3)
where S is the rod conformation space, i.e. the surface of the unit sphere.
Conservation of probability leads to the so-called Fokker-Planck equation
∂ψ
∂t
+∇x · (ẋ ψ) +∇p · (ṗ ψ) = 0, (4)
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where the rod rotary velocity ṗ is given by the confined Jeffery’s equation
(2) and ẋ = v(x, t).
2.3 Macroscopic description of a population of rods
Macroscopic models describe the suspension microstructure via suitable mo-
ments of the pdf, defined in standard physical domains involving space and
time. These moments can be computed either via a discrete or continuous
approach.
1. The discrete approach computes the pdf moments from adequate ensemble







where the superscript disc refers to the discrete approach.
The main disadvantage of this approach is the computational cost due to
the extremely large number of particles to be considered.
2. In the continuous approach the pdf moments are evaluated analytically,
from its continuous definition. In particular the second and fourth order
orientation tensors (odd moments vanish in view of the symmetry of the









p⊗ p⊗ p⊗ p ψ(x, t,p) dp. (7)
In practice continuous macroscopic descriptions are preferred in view of
their computational simplicity. When ignoring confinement effects, the proce-
dure described in [7] leads to
ȧ = ∇v · a + a · (∇v)T − 2 A : ∇v. (8)
In order to account for the intense randomizing effects induced by rods
interaction, a diffusion term was added to the Fokker-Planck equation (4) [19]
that results in an extra-term in the previous equation (8), leading to the so-
called Folgar & Tucker model that in the case of a planar orientation reads
[2]






When ignoring Brownian effects, the diffusion coefficient is assumed scaling
with the second invariant of the strain rate tensor. To close the problem a
closure relation expressing the fourth order orientation tensor as a fonction
of the lower order ones (the second order here) is needed. The simplest ones
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consist of the linear, quadratic and hybrid closure relations [3], even if more
sophisticated choices exist as reported in our former work [7] and discussed in
[23] in the context of confined flows.
Considering confinement at the macroscopic scale involves many difficulties
related to the appearance of other tensors whose time evolution induce closure
issues never until now addressed [24]. In [23] a deep analysis was performed
from which it was concluded that the main deviations between discrete sim-
ulations (assumed as reference) and the one obtained by using the different
macroscopic models was mainly due to the inability of representing confined
orientations by using low order orientation tensors. This inability could also be
at the origin of the orientation delay experimentally noticed and that was at
the origin of different enrichment of orientation kinetics and the diffusion term
reported in [32,33,26]. Thus, it was concluded that the most valuable macro-
scopic modeling route consists of using the state-of-the-art models (e.g. Flogar
& Tucker) and constructing empirical closure relations by enforcing the agree-
ment between the macroscopic predictions performed by using both discrete
and continuous models. Empirical closures were considered in the derivation
of the natural and the IBOF, among other fitted closures [17,13,21,27,18].
Considering the part depicted in Fig. 2, four charges were initially placed
in the four corners and squeezed with a constant velocity of 2 mm/s. Each
charge had a volume of (850 x 11) mm3 and fiber orientation was assumed ini-
tially isotropic. Resin viscosity was considered 0.1 Pa·s. Fig. 2 depicts the final
snapshot of the orientation field related to squeezed charges considering the
planar component of the standard Folgar & Tucker model [19] complemented
with a quadratic closure relation. The results shown in Fig. 2 correspond to
λmaxt, being t the eigenvector associated to the highest eigenvalue λmax of
the planar orientation tensor value a at each element.
3 Flow modeling
When analyzing the process experimentally, three different flow regimes are
identified. It is expected that at very low density of inter-fibre contacts, and
as predicted by standard suspension models, fibres move with the suspending
fluid velocity. When the density of fibre interactions becomes extremely high
and a percolated network of fibre contacts is established within the suspension,
fibres cannot move anymore and then the fluid flows throughout the rigid or
moderately deformable entangled fibres skeleton, like a fluid flowing through
a porous medium. In between these two limit cases, one could expect that
fibres move but with a velocity lower than the one of the suspending fluid, and
therefore two contributions are expected, one coming from standard suspension
theory in which fibres and fluid move with the same velocity, and the other
resulting in a Darcy contribution consisting of the relative fibres/fluid velocity.
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Fig. 2 Orientation field computed with the planar component of the Folgar & Tucker model
for a composite part. Color refers to the value of the highest eigenvalue, and consequently
can be interpreted as the intensity of the orientation along the direction indicated by the
depicted vectors.
3.1 Generalized model bridging all flow regimes
As just indicated when approaching the percolated regime, where intense hy-
drodynamic interactions and contacts occur, the relative velocity between the
fibres and the suspending fluid results in fluid / fiber segregation.
In this flow regime we can assume that the flow consists of one contribution
coming from the flowing suspension with a velocity that coincides with the one
of the fibres, and another in which the fibres are assumed at rest and the fluid
flows through the fibrous skeleton with the fluid/fibres relative velocity. The
fluid velocity is denoted by v, the one of the fibres that defines the suspension
velocity by vs, and the relative velocity of the fluid with respect to the fibres
by vd (the Darcy contribution). As discussed in [25] we have the equalities:v = v
s + vd
vs = αv
vd = (1− α)v
, (10)
where α ≈ 1 in the dilute regime whereas it almost vanishes when a dense
contact network occurs.
Now, we consider the pressure drop related to both flow contributions, the
one of the suspension flowing at velocity vs,
∇P s = η∆vs + 2ηNp∇ · ((Ds : a)a) , (11)
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where the first term of the r.h.s. account for the viscous effects whereas the
last one represents the extra-stresses due to the fibres presence and orienta-
tion. In this expression η represents the resin viscosity, Ds the rate of stain
tensor related to the suspension velocity field vs and Np depends on the fibre
concentration and fibre aspect ratio.
Then, the one related to the Darcy contribution reads
∇P d = −K−1(a) · vd, (12)
where K represents the permeability that at its turn depends on the fibre
arrangement (fibres concentration and orientation).
Adding both pressure drops for obtaining the total one,
∇P = ∇P s +∇P d = η∆vs + 2ηNp∇ · ((Ds : a)a)−K−1(a) · vd, (13)
and writing both velocities vs and vd as a function of the total fluid velocity
v according to Eq. (10), it finally results





This has the form of the Brinkmann model where the viscous and Darcy
contributions are weighted by the factors α and (1 − α) respectively, with α
depending, as previously indicated, on the density of fibre interactions. Pa-
rameter α plays a crucial role, and it must be addressed by using finer mi-
cromechanical analyses [15,16,28,30,31,34] and the associated experimental
calibration.
3.2 Lubrication approximation
In the case of narrow gaps, lubrication theory implies a computationally valu-
able dimensionality reduction. First, we consider the viscous contribution,
where for the sake of simplicity we ignore the anisotropic term, i.e. we as-
sume Np = 0 (even if it could be easily retained). Thus, we have
∇P s = η∆vs. (15)
Lubrication approximation states that the velocity gradients in the thick-
ness direction are much larger than in-plane gradients, and that the through-
the-thickness velocity component can be neglected with respect to the in-plane
components. Following [25], pressure becomes independent on the thickness
coordinate, i.e. P = P (x, y) and by enforcing no-slip boundary conditions at
both gap walls the velocity field reads
vs(x, y, z) =
1
2η
∇P s(z2 −H2), (16)
where the gap thickness is 2H.
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Fig. 3 Induced segregation: (left) resin front position and (right) charge (resin and fibres
mixture) position.
the previous equation can be rewritten as
∇P s = − 3η
H2
ṽs, (18)
that with the Darcy contrubution
∇P d = −K−1(a) · ṽd, (19)
leads to
∇P = − 3η
H2
ṽs −K−1(a) · ṽd, (20)
or
∇P = −α 3η
H2
ṽ − (1− α)K−1(a) · ṽ. (21)
The flow model must be complemented with the one governing the evolu-
tion of the fluid phase field needed for defining the flow domain at each time





To numerically check the just derived model, the position of both the resin
and charge (resin and fibres mixture) fronts was simulated while squeezing the
charged resin with a constant compression velocity of 10 mm/s. The volume of
the reinforced resin was (300 x 300 x 30) mm3 and resin viscosity was consid-
ered 0.1 Pa·s. The inital fiber orientation was considered isotropic. By choosing
intermediate values of the alpha parameter, i.e. 0 < α < 1, segregation was
induced as noticed in Fig. 3. In this simulation the orientation evolution was
assumed governed by the standard Folgar & Tucker model addressed in the
previous section.
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4 Modeling dilution effects
It has been observed that SMC processes can induce segregation, previously
addressed, in some cases accompanied by a certain fibre dilution at the flow
front neighborhood. The model proposed for explaining segregation considers
that the suspension has a uniform fibre concentration. In what follows we
propose a model that describe the fibre concentration evolution that allows
explaining fibre dilution.
We assume that the generalized Brinkmann model, previously opresented,
computes the pressure and velocity fields, P and v respectively. The suspension
velocity results vs = αv. Moreover, we can assume that the density of inter-
fibre contacts C scales with 1− α.
The contacts balance reads
∂C
∂t
+ vs · ∇C = c(a, φ,U), (23)
where c(a, φ,U) is the density of contacts generated when squeezing the sus-
pension with fibre concentration φ at compression rate U , being the local
orientation given by a(x).
This equation allows evaluating the evolution of the density of contacts
everywhere in the domain, i.e. C(x, t), and with it update the value of α, being
C ∝ (1− α), as well as its spatial gradient ∇α.
Now, using vs = αv, the fibre balance writes
∂φ
∂t
+ αv · ∇φ+ φv · ∇α = 0, (24)
that allows updating the fibre concentration.
5 Modeling the interaction between the charge and the mould
Today the choice of the boundary condition to be enforced at the walls when
simulating SMC processes remains quite controversial.
When considering the flow in narrow gaps, lubrication theory implies a
computationally valuable dimensionality reduction. We assume (x, y) the in-
plane coordinates whereas z denotes the out-of-plane one, associated to the
thickness, with x = (x, y)T ∈ Ω ⊂ R2 and z ∈ I = [−H,H], with H  L
(being L the characteristic in-plane dimension, |Ω| = L2).
If the flow is assumed viscous (segregation is neglected in this section)
with an effective viscosity accounting for the presence of fibers, the flow model
becomes described by the so-called Stokes equations
∇p = η∆v, (25)
with the velocity components v = (u, v, w)T and where p denotes the pressure
field.
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Now, by multiplying Eq. (26) by the viscosity and particularizing it at the
wall z = H, the shear at the wall τw is obtained
τw = H∇p. (27)
In what follows the stress and velocity at the wall are noted by τw and vw
respectively, both fulfilling the viscous friction law
τw = µvw. (28)
Now, integrating Eq. (26) and taking into account that the velocity at the









By integrating the velocity along the thickness, it results the flow rate Q,
from which the mass balance reads









∆p = U , (31)
where U is the compression rate.
The implementation of the lubricated friction law is straightforward, re-
quiring a minimum number of changes as the observation of Eq. (31) re-
veals. When considering the simplest viscous friction law (linear and isotropic),
squeeze flow assuming stick contact conditions generates, as expected, higher
pressures than when considering the viscous friction as Fig. 4 proves. Both
results show a snapshot of the pressure field related to a squeezed charge, of
initial square shape and volume of (300 x 300 x 5) mm3. Resin viscosity was
considered 0.1 Pa·s and the considered compression rate was 2.5 10−2 mm/s
in both cases.
6 Modeling diverging flows at junctions
When addressing a T-junction nothing really changes in what concerns the
flow model. The flow separation is addressed in the same manner that in
the case of standard RTM process simulation because as proved before both
mathematical models become almost the same as soon as we consider an effec-
tive permeability and a source term in the generalized Poisson problem when
squeeze applies.
From the point of view of fibres orientation the situation is a bit more
complex because one could easily visualize that only fibres aligned with the
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Fig. 4 Squeezing an initially squared charge when assuming sticking contact conditions
(left) and viscous contact (right). A very different pressure map can be noticed by noting
the different color scales.
rib can penetrate in it. The fact that only fibres adequately aligned with the
rib enter in it means that the local state of orientation just after the T-junction
differs to the one existing at its entrance.
To compute both downstream orientation states we proceed as follows:
– The orientation tensor at the upstream elements is diagonalized;
– The planar orientation tensor can be expressed in the principal directions
from the rotation associated to the tensor eigenvectors;
– The principal axes are projected (with their lengths scaling with their
corresponding eigenvalues) on the rib planar direction;
– The projections weighted by a scalar β, 0 < β < 1, are removed from the
diagonal tensor. The β coefficient expresses that not all the fibres aligned
with the rib penetrate in it, some fibres, strongly entangled with others
with different orientations, are prevented to do it;
– The new tensor related to the downstream element in the rib, and the one
downstream in the plate are normalized to have unit traces;
– Then the one assigned to the downstream element on the plate is pushed-
back to the initial frame (by applying the inverse rotation);
– Fibres concentration reduction (the complementary quantity being the one
coming into the rib) can be evaluated from the projected principal orien-
tations affected by the weight β.
A view of the resulting flow and orientation state in a T-junction, in agree-
ment with the discussion just addressed, is depicted in Fig. 5. The charge,
assumed initially isotropic, was squeezed with a constant velocity of 2 mm/s.
The volume of the reinforced fluid was (1000 x 150 x 9) mm3 and resin viscosity
was considered 0.1 Pa·s.
7 Parametric solutions
In this final section we address the construction of parametric solutions of
SMC processes. These parametric solutions could involve any of the model
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Fig. 5 T-junction and its corresponding flow bifurcation and fibres orientation updating.
parameters to create a sort of computational vademecum allowing the online
evaluation of the model (under the stringent real-time constraints) for any
possible choice of the parameters that were introduced in the parametric model
and then in its associated parametric solution.
PGD-based Model Order Reduction allows computing offline, using all the
needed computational resources and computing time, a parametric solution
that contains the solution of all possible scenarios. This parametric solution
can then be online particularized to any scenario using deployed computational
facilities, including tablets or even smartphones. It allows then to perform
efficient simulation, optimization, inverse analysis, uncertainty propagation
and simulation-based control, all under real-time constraints. Such a solution
has been demonstrated on many applications where the Proper Generalized
Decomposition (PGD) method is used [4,5,9–12] .
When the unknown field is a function of space, time and a number of pa-
rameters µ1, . . . , µQ, the subsequent separated representation could be written
as






M ji (µj). (32)
The use of a separated representation allows circumventing the combinato-
rial explosion. The solution of a sequence of low-dimensional problems allows
calculating the parametric solution that can be viewed as a chart, abacus or
vademecum—or, simply, as a high-dimensional response surface—, to be used
online in a variety of applications.
However the construction of separated representation becomes very in-
trusive and then, in order to make possible the use of existing commercial
simulation softwares, we proposed recently different non-intrusive methodolo-
gies that from the solution of some offline calculations for given parameters,
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Fig. 6 Interpolated fluid domain from two solutions corresponding to two different squeez-
ing rates.
allows interpolating for any other choice of parameters. In our former works
we widely considered the so-called SSL-PGD [8]. However, such a procedure
fails when solution exhibits strong localization as discussed below.
7.1 Interpolation issues and interpolative mappings
Imagine for a while that the solution of a parametric model localizes around
X1 when using a value µ1 of the model parameter. Then, when considering
parameter µ2 the solution localizes around X2. Thus, one can expect, based
on a physical sense, that when considering µ3 = 0.5µ1 + 0.5µ2, the solution
should localize around X3, the middle point on the segment joining X1 and
X2. However, standard interpolation, as the one considered by non-intrusive
parametric solution constructors, fails, and instead of giving that expected
solution, it produced one composed of a half of the first (localizing around
X1) and a half of the second one localizing around X2.
This is exactly what happens when considering for example the squeeze of
a circular charge (fibre/resin mixture) with two different compression rates.
The higher is the compression rate, the higher the radius of the squeezed
charge at a given time. If now, from the solution for two different values of
the compression rate, i.e. the respective radius of the squeezed charges at a
given time, we want to infer the one related to an intermediate compression
rate and we proceed by a simple standard interpolation of both solutions,
the interpolated solution exhibits two spurious flow fronts, the ones related to
each solution that were combined by the interpolation. Figure 6 depicts such
an unphysical situation. To circumvent that issue we propose the use of the
so-called interpolative mapping described below.
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Fig. 7 Flow fronts interpolative mapping
7.2 Flow front mapping
To address the interpolation of fields defined in different domains, the idea
is to map them into a unique reference domain, where interpolation could be
safely performed, and then push-back the interpolated solution.
To describe that mapping we consider the scenario depicted in Fig. 7.
Knowing the internal and external radius (for example the ones associated to
two different compression rates), Ri and Ro respectively, we can define the
domain in between by considering the coordinates (λ, θ), with θ ∈ [0, 2π] and





where the internal and external fronts are related to the λ = 0 and λ = 1
values respectively. In the most general case we will have Ri(θ) and Ro(θ).
Now, if the external front Ro was associated to a compression rate Uo and
the internal one to Ui a more physical solution of an intermediate value, for
example U = 0.5Uo + 0.5Ui, will be a front located in the middle, i.e. λ = 0.5.
The same process can be performed by constructing the level-set related to
those flow fronts and then interpolating them.
When the solution has not a linear dependence on the parameter, linear
interpolation could fail, but the accuracy could be improved using nonlinear
interpolations or by enriching the sampling, but in all cases interpolation arte-
facts are avoided, as Fig. 8 proves when compared with Fig. 6.
7.3 Charge location as parameter
In this case we address the situation in which the location of the charge differs.
Thus, knowing for instance four solutions, related to the compression of the
charge placed at four different locations, we would like infering the compression
of the charge now located at any other position in the mould.
For that purpose the interpolative mapping proceeds by defining a refer-
ence location (see Fig. 9) and mapping the four known solutions to it. Then,
interpolation is performed and the solution pushed-back to any location. The
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Fig. 8 Predicted flow front by using the interpolative mapping
Fig. 9 Interpolative mapping for solutions associated to different charge locations.
mapping is illustrated in Fig. 9 where the known solutions in the (x, y) coor-
dinate system are mapped to the coordinate system (r, s) in which the charge
is always placed at its centre. In the present case the mapping is extremely
simple because it consists of a linear transformation of each of the four consid-
ered triangles, all them having a constant Jacobian. Solutions associated with
standard interpolation as well as to the use of interpolative mapping just de-
scribed are depicted in Fig. 10, where it can be noticed that the last procedure
allows avoiding numerical artefacts.
8 Conclusions
This paper presented an advanced numerical modeling of SMC processes by
integrating different original functionalities, most of them never considered
in the existing SMC numerical models. In particular the proposed solution
concerns:
– A flow model that results into a Brinkmann equation based on fine scale
micromechanical considerations;
– That model accepts a simple formulation within the lubrication regime
that simply requires the use of an effective permeability;
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Fig. 10 Interpolating solutions related to flow domains associated to different locations of
the squeezed charge: (top) standard interpolation exhibiting spurious solutions and (bottom)
when performing the interpolative mapping.
– The flow model allows predicting segregation, with the use of a single
micromechanical parameter that depends on the fibre interactions;
– The orientation model addresses confinement issues by employing a fitted
closure relation in the Folgar & Tucker description;
– The issue of dilution has been addressed and linked to the gradient of the
density of fibre contacts;
– The proposed model allows integrate in the formulation, without major
difficulties, a lubricated friction at the charge / mould walls contact;
– The proposed approach has been adapted for addressing flow junctions,
with special care on the fibre concentration and orientation updates;
– Finally the model has been extended for addressing parametric studies
by defining an interpolative mapping to avoid numerical artefacts that
standard interpolations produce.
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